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Accept 
payments 
everywhere 
Scale at speed with the only unified payments platform you’ll ever need.



Adyen is the payments platform of choice for 
the world’s leading companies.
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Your payments 
can do more 
than you think
A great payments experience is invisible. It takes 
no effort, and wastes no time. The moment a 
customer hits “pay”, complexity is transformed  
into possibility. 

Data is processed, risks are weighed, authorizations are made, and sums 
are shifted, across countries, continents, and sales channels. All in a single, 
seamless second. And with every second, your business grows in revenue, 
customer loyalty, and opportunity. 

That’s the potential of payments. And that’s what we do best.

From optimizing conversion rates with local payment methods to 
accelerating global growth with cross-channel insights, discover how our 
unified platform and dedicated partnership can help you unlock  
your payments potential.
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Accept all 
payments 
across 
all sales 
channels 
Offer the payment experiences your customers know 
and trust, no matter where in the world they are.

Growth
Easily expand into new markets 
with local payment methods and 
global processing.

Revenue
Optimize your checkout  
and increase conversions  
with data insights and  
machine learning.

Security
Block fraud and protect  
your business with  
advanced authentication  
and risk management.

Partnership 
Access expert support 
from a dedicated team of 
payments specialists.
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Harness the 
potential 
of a unified 
platform
Our unique technology consolidates all your 
payments into one unified system. The benefits of 
this are endless, but simply put: we’ll simplify your 
business in all the best ways. 

Think seamless shopping experiences online, one-tap payments in app, 
and the latest mobile POS terminals in stores. Think endless aisles, click 
and collect, and easy returns on any channel. And with all your payments 
data in one place, you can easily track performance, optimize operations, 
and grow faster than ever before. 

Here’s how it works:

Traditional 
payment setups 
are complex

Adyen makes  
it simple
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“Adyen’s technology lets us consolidate our channels 
and harness data, which will help us go from strength 
to strength. This partnership is fundamental to our 
growth strategy.”
Harry Mann — Head of Customer Experience

The only  
payments partner 
you’ll ever need

€303.6 billion in processed 
volume in 2020

When you have everything you need to manage your payments in one 
powerful platform, no goal is out of reach. We’ll leverage every insight, 
innovation, and connection in our power to help grow your business, together.

All technology developed in-house

Offices around the world

HQ located in Amsterdam All popular payment methods One platform, all channels 

Operating under a European 
banking license

Future-proof
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“We don't have a supplier 
relationship with our 
merchants, but a partnership. 
We can make an impact, and 
they want us to make an 
impact. There's much more 
harmony in that relationship."
Pieter van der Does — Co-founder and CEO

A snapshot of our world-leading payment solutions:

Online payments ›

Everything you need to receive 
payments online

Point of sale › 

In-store payments  
and terminals

Platforms ›

Flexible payment solution  
for platforms

Unified Commerce ›

Create the best customer 
experiences on any channel

Issuing ›

Create physical and  
virtual cards

Customer insights ›

Data-rich insights from all 
channels and locations

Global Acquiring ›

Accept payments wherever  
you grow

Risk Management ›

Block fraudsters,  
not customers
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Online Payments 

Enjoy conversions 
without compromise
With one integration, you can be up and running 
quickly, add payment methods easily, and increase 
your conversion rates happily. 

• Global coverage and all popular payment methods
• Optimizations to increase your authorization rates
• One interface for reporting, testing, and performance
• Customizable and matched to your dev resources
• Fully certified for standards like PSD2 SCA and PCI
• Fraud protection with AI and rule-based ecosystem

Flexible to your business 
model and industry
We offer a full range of payment options so  
you can give shoppers the experiences they  
expect, plus more.

Business to consumer

• Unique branded checkouts
• Loyal customer rewards
• Preferred payment methods

Subscriptions

• Smooth sign up process
• Automatic updates for card details
• Uninterrupted renewal experiences

Business to business

• Flexible payment options
• Quicker settlements and payouts
• Fewer reconciliation issues
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Countertop

Compact and  
reliable devices.

Point of Sale

Future proof your  
in-store payments
Your point of sale fleet should be a competitive 
advantage, not a burden to manage. Our  
cutting-edge POS terminals will help you  
empower staff and create meaningful customer 
experiences at scale, with just one integration 
needed across all geographies.

Any way to pay

• Let customers pay in any language or currency
• Offer all relevant payment methods, out-of-the-box
• Get global support for POS payment methods

Connected & secure

• Integrate via cloud or local Terminal API
• Provide EMV and contactless with full encryption
• Ensure continuity with solid connectivity for LAN and WiFi, with 4G 

fallback and offline processing

All in one place

• Real-time performance data and analytics
• Easy configuration, monitoring, and ordering
• Latest technology to enhance in-store experiences

Mobile

Designed to reduce 
shopping queeues.

Portable

Offers flexibility, with  
fast-printing.

Multimedia

Boost engagement 
at the checkout.

Unattended

Built for self-service 
businesses.
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“With Adyen, we were able to develop a mobile POS 
system that let us keep a seamless flow of interaction 
and see it through to purchase without disruption.”

Peter Hulbert —  Floor Supervisor, San Francisco

A partner network  
you can rely on
We partner with leading technology solutions  
to give you and your customers the best  
in-store experiences.
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Unified Commerce

Exceed expectations 
wherever your 
customers shop
Customers don’t think in channels, so why should 
you? Take omnichannel to the next level and 
transform your payments into a strategic advantage 
with our Unified Commerce solution.

Omnichannel 
Siloed Systems

Unified Commerce 
Everything connected

Online Frictionless checkout at scale

In app All popular payment methods

In store Language and currency recognition

Platforms The same payments setup everywhere

Future channels One system, one partner, one contract

Customers typically spend 40% more when they shop on more  
than one channel.

Unlike typical payment setups, our platform was built to manage every 
payment from start to finish. With a full view of customer purchase 
behaviors across all channels, you’ll enjoy greater control and agility. 
Deliver seamless cross-channel experiences, keep reconciliation simple, 
capture rich customer insights, strengthen loyalty programs, and adapt to 
change without missing a beat.
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“Customer expectations are 
not simply that you’re able 
to sell across channels, but 
the whole experience is 
intuitive and fluid.” 

Dominique Essig  
— Chief Experience Officer

Lead your industry 
with unparalleled 
experiences

Food and beverage

Serve up better experiences  
for your customers while 
simplifying operations.

Hotels

Connect payments from  
booking to check out and  
surpass guest expectations.

Retail

Focus on bringing commerce 
together across channels, not 
consolidating old technology.

Lifestyle and leisure

Take the hassle out of recurring 
payments and expand your 
geographical footprint.
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Adyen for Platforms

Streamline your onboarding, 
payment processing, and payouts
Power your marketplace or platform by integrating payments. Our ever-
evolving solutions set you up to scale by simplifying onboarding, cash flow, 
and user payout in one integration. All while staying compliant with local 
regulations and keeping authorization rates high.

Grow faster globally

Onboard users quickly  
and at scale.

Manage a single integration

One partner and one source  
of data, with zero reliance on  
third parties.

“eBay’s global marketplace operates in over 190 
markets. Adyen brings to the partnership a broad 
global footprint with a flexible and scalable  
technology platform.”

Alyssa Cutright — VP, Global Payments

Streamline operations

Split payments automatically, 
according to business model  
and costs.

Create optimal user experiences

Pay out on schedule or on demand 
to cards or bank accounts.

Compliance made easy

All the tools you need to stay 
compliant, including PSD2, PCI 
DSS, and more.
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Everything you need in a 
single integration
No matter what your business model, our flexible API and ever-
evolving technology will help you optimize everything from user 
set up and verification to payouts and risk management.

Any business model

• Ecommerce
• On-demand
• Crowdfunding
• Retail software

Any currency

• Settle in preferred currency
• Pay out in 25+ countries
• US & EU 30 min card pay out

Any functionality

• We take care of all your 
functionality

• You pick the features you  
want to use

“Working with Adyen enables us to further optimize the 
buying and selling environment for our community. We 
believe that this relationship will strengthen our ability 
to disburse payments to sellers quickly and reliably, as 
well as our ability to offer our buyers the opportunity to 
pay with their payment method of choice.”

James Esposito — Senior Director of Payment Operations
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Global Acquiring

Accept payments 
wherever you grow
One of the hardest parts about expanding into a 
new market is understanding and setting up local 
payment preferences. With full ownership of the 
entire payment flow, we’re happy to remove the 
legwork and connect you directly to global and 
local card schemes, so you can start selling in new 
markets with confidence.

All key payment methods

• Let customers pay their way
• Settle in preferred currency
• Quickly add local payment 

methods

All in one place

• Increase authorization rates  
by processing locally or  
across borders

• Reporting and insights when  
it happens

All in a single platform

• One payments partner
• Transparent pricing model
• Always up to date 
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Let customers pay 
their preferred way, 
anywhere in the world
We also offer e-commerce payment processing 
solutions in countries where full stack Adyen 
Acquiring is not available (yet).

United States

Brazil

Canada

HongKong

Australia

Europe

Singapore

New Zealand

Adyen Acquiring Partner Acquiring
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“Adyen’s global reach is key for us to be able to increase 
our penetration with more payment methods.”

Patrik Falk — Product Owner Payments

Risk Management

Block fraudsters, not customers
The last thing you want when fighting fraud is to get in the way of disrupt 
loyal customers. Maintain your defenses without compromising the 
customer experience. Our smart risk solution combines rule-based 
components with machine learning to help you safeguard your business.

Behavioral analytics

Track suspicious behavior and 
prevent automated attacks.

Intelligent Risk Engine

Harness machine learning to 
optimize risk checks in real time.

Case management

Simplify manual reviews with 
automated workflows.

3D Secure 2

Easily authenticate payments 
through 3DS2.

Transaction linking

Track patterns to prevent fraud 
with real-time graph analysis.

Machine learning explainability

Gain full transparency into AI 
risk decisions, so you can better 
understand outcomes.

Automated chargeback defense

Reduce the burden of lengthy 
chargeback disputes with Adyen 
auto-defense.

Test and measure

Make data-backed decisions 
about risk optimizations with A/B 
testing features.
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“The ability to view shoppers in real-time has enabled 
us to fight fraud without blocking our genuine 
customers. As a result, our refusal rates are down  
from 12% to 0.2%.”

Shejn Tahirsylaj — Senior Payment & Project Manager

Issuing

Your one-stop-shop  
for card issuing
Fine-tune your card program to suit your specific  
needs. We’ll help you craft a branded experience 
that optimizes cash flow and convenience, with global 
coverage thanks to our end-to-end payment system.

• Advanced API technology for physical or virtual card issuance
• Adjustable card controls and real-time authorization to manage spending
• Customizable branding on prepaid, debit, and credit cards
• Actionable data insights into transactions and operations
• Built-in global regulation and compliance standards 
• Transparent, reliable interchange pricing with no third party costs 
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Optimize your cash  
flow the clever way
Unlike other card issuers, our single payments 
platform bridges the divide between accepting 
payments and funding through issuing. This 
releases you and your users from legacy burdens 
like delayed payouts, managing multiple third 
parties, fragmented systems, and unpredictable 
costs. Your funds can flow seamlessly from one 
side of your business to the other, with nothing  
tied up in transit.

“I have all the reporting I need [with Adyen]. This is  
really helpful, and I don’t think many payments 
partners can do it.”
Alexandru Dorobantu — Payments Manager
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Customer Insights

Understand your customers
What do your customers really want? Enjoy data-rich insights 
into how your customers are paying across channels and regions. 
Foster loyalty, refine strategies, and grow exponentially. 

• Recognize and reward customers across channels
• Get a detailed view of your payment flow
• Understand your approvals and declines

Streamline daily tasks

Manage daily operations easily, 
from refunds to payment-linked 
loyalty programs.

Harness in-depth reporting

The Adyen Customer Area 
provides a holistic view of 
customer behavior, with all your 
payments data, reporting, and 
performance in the one place.

Increase card approval rates

Watch your card approval rates 
soar with RevenueAccelerate, a 
suite of data-driven tools that 
work in the background of every 
payment to deliver the best results.
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Grays are for 
business docs
Start your journey with 
Adyen today.
The payments platform built for growth.

Adyen (AMS: ADYEN) is the payments platform of choice for many  
of the world’s leading companies, providing a modern end-to-end 
infrastructure connecting directly to Visa, Mastercard, and consumers' 
globally preferred payment methods. 

We deliver frictionless payments across online, mobile, and in-store 
channels. With offices across the world, we serve customers including 
Facebook, Uber, Spotify, Casper, Bonobos and L'Oreal.

adyen.com/contact

http://adyen.com/contact

